ABSTRACT
Statistical process control technology for the industrial sector had a considerable history, it is a good tool for improved process capability and quality control, this study uses the semiconductor IC packaging forming process to introduced into SPC system. Use the supplemented QI statistical software to establish a complete set of statistical system control method, and select the appropriate control chart type and introduced into an auto lead scan inspection machine and enhance the detection rate, enhance the control efficiency of production lines immediately. As the SPC control chart rules is abnormal it must be waiting for engineers to eliminate SPC abnormal and the waiting time is spent but most of the abnormal problem was machines or personnel practices and misjudgment, then use the "Plato" to collect the abnormal reasons and establish OCAP by "Plato" analysis, when the SPC rule is abnormal the operator can eliminate abnormal immediately by themselves and increased production flexibility. To establish "exception treatment procedure" by use the 8D & FMEA to solve the production line abnormal check and confirm prevent action and reduce the waste of resources with the production line because the incorrect prevent action.
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